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Main result: Let f he a collection of &visors of N= p:l l l 0 p? (ce, =min q for all 
iE{l ,***, n}) such that if any two numbers in f are coprime then their least common multiple is 
N and maximal with respect to this condition, i.e. there is no other collection satisfying this 
condition which properly contains f. We prove that f consists of at least e I m=, (q + 1) - (e, - 2) 
elements. 
Erdiis and Schiinheim [2] determined the largest size of a family of pairwise 
non-coprime divisors of a number IV, generalizing the result on pairwise intersec- 
ting subsets of a set. (The set of the divisors of a square free number, ordered by 
divisibility relation corresponds to the power set ‘of its prime factors’ set, ordered 
by inclusion.) Erdijs, Herzog and Schkheim [3], and Ger6b [4] determined the 
smallest size of maximal families ,with respect to the same condition. Li [l] gave 
the largest size of maximal families with respect to the following weakened 
condition: if any two numbers of the family are coprime, then iheir least common 
multiple is IV. 
We simplify Li’s proofs and then determine the smallest size of maximal 
families satisfying this condition. 
Notations 
Let S denote the set of integers (1, . . . , n}. Let N be the positive integer with 
prime decomposition p;~ l l l p? and el = fninieS ei. We write a, 6, c for divisors of 
IV, A, B, I for subsets of S; f and g stand for sets of divisors of IV, I; and G for 
sets of subsets of S, respectively. Let q =nieI ei and p’ = nipI ppl. The set 
supp a *I= (i: pi 1 a} is called the support of a divisor a. 
The results used in this paper 
DefinNon. (a) F satisfies the M-condition iff A, B E F implies A f7 B f 8. 
(b) f satisfies the M-condition: iff a, 6 E f implies (a, b) > 1. 
Lemma 1.1 ([5]). Every maximatl family of subsets in S, satisfying the M-condition 
contains exactly one member jkm each complementary pair, so its size is 2”~‘. 
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Theo:rem 1.2 ([12]). The Iargest size of a divisor family of N, satisfying the 
M-condition is 1 CICs max(e,, e,_r). 
TheMem 1.3. ([3,4]). 7% e smallest size of a dioisor family of N, maximal to the 
M-cckndition is el fir==, (e + 1). 
DeGmiition. F is said to satisfy the EKR-condition iff for all A, B E F IAl Q fn, 
AgB and AnB#@ 
‘I’heo~m 1.4 (Erdiis, Ko, Rado [S]). I’ F satisfies the EKR-condition and IAl s 
k sjn for every A E F, then lFI<(a::). 
‘K’hewem 1.5 ([6,7]). Zf F satisfies the EKR-condition, then 
Theorem 1.6 ([2]). f is a maximal family of divisors of N with respect to the 
M-condition ifl f = (a : supp a E F} where F is a maximal family of subsets in S, with 
respect to the M-condition. 
2. New prds of results of Li’s paper 
DeMtion. (a) F satisfies the E-condition iff A, E E F implies either A fJ E # fl or 
A U B = S. 
(t-t) f satisfies the E-condition iff a, b E f implies either (a, b) > 1 or [a, b] = N. 
Theorem 2.1 ([ 11). If F satisfies the E-condition, then 
IFW” 
n-l ‘+([ln]_l - ) 
hf. Removing the smaller set of each complementary pair from F (if both sets 
*If the complementary pair are of $n elements, then one of them), the remaining 
part ? an M-system, so by Theorem 1.1 its size is at most 2”-‘. The removed part 
is an EKR-system. so its size is at most 
n-l ( ) [&I- 1 - 
Summing up these two estimations, we obtain the theorem. 
The result is the best possible because for odd n FL {A: IAl > in or (IAl = [in], 
1~ A)}, for even n F={A:(AI 2 fn> are E-systems of the given size. 
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lborem 23 jLlj). If N is not square free and f is an E-system, theh 
If I+ Cr=s mderi es-d. 
PROOf. 
If/=4 c I{aEf:suppa=IU~((aEf:suppa=S-I)I. 
zcs 
If, for some I, neither members of the sum is 0, then only p* and ps-’ can belong 
to f among all divisors of N with ‘support I and S - 1, resp. because any other pair 
with the above supports are coprimes and their least common mu:ttiple is smaller 
than N. Thus 
IfI + C madq, es--I, 2). 
zeii 
As N is not square ‘free, eres+ = es > 1 hence f~j~,cs max(q, e&. This in- 
equality is sharp because 
f=(a:e,,,,>~v((e,,,,=~s)AaEsuppa)) 
is an E-system of the given size. 
‘Ikorem 3.1. If F is a maximal E-system, then there exists a maximal EKR- 
system Fl such that F = Fl U F2 U F3, where F2 consists of the complementary sets of 
Fl’s elements, and F3 consists of the sets properly containing a set from Fl U F2. 
proof, Let G denote the bottom of F (i.e. the minimal sets of F under inclusion). 
Since F is obviously an upset (i.e. if A E F and A c B, then B E F), all we have to 
prove is that G has the properties stated about Fl U F’,. 
G consists of complementary pairs. Suppose this is nort true and A E G but 
&i!G. If &!F, then there exists a BEF such that An&=@ and AUB#S, so 
B 5 A, contradicting the minimality of A. Hence A E: F. Moreover, if there exists 
B E F such that I? 5 /i: then B n A = fl and B U A # S, contradicting A E F. 
Let F,=(AEG: (lAI<in)v(IAI=$n, kA)} and FpG-Fl. I;; is an EKR- 
system and it is maximal because if there exists a set A such that A $ FI, IAl sin 
andforallB~F1,,AnB#~,A~B:andB~Ahold,thenA~Fa~ndFU{A)isan 
E-system. This contradiction proves the theorem. 
Remark. F3, completed by one set of each complementary pair of F1 U F, makes 
a maximal M-system, Fi. If it was not maximal, we could choose a set A such that 
neither A nor S - A belongs to Fi and are not comparable with any element of 
F1 U F2. This implies that both A and S - A intersect each element of F1 U F,, so 
Fl can be properly completed by A or S -A, preserving the EKR-property, and 
this is a contradiction. 
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‘I’bamn 3.2 f is a maximal E-system of divisors of N ifl it bus the fom 
f=b: suppa&WUk~, (b(Z)) xhere F is a maximal E-system of S, with the 
decomposi$on F = F, U F2 U Fs given in Theorem 3.1, and for ail F, either b(I) = 
{Q',Q~"} or b(ll)=(a: suppa=I) or b(l)=(a: suppa=S\I}. 
The second or the third case is excluded when e, = 1 or esir = 1 respectively. 
Sk&& d proof. Completing (supp a: a E f} with the set of complementary sets of 
its minimal elements under inclusion into an upset system, we have an appropriate 
system F, and examining this the theorem may be easily proved. 
Theo- 3.3. The srnalfest size of a maximal family 
E-condition is 2” - ’ + 1. 
F, with respect o the 
Proof. Ir;l = IF,\ + IF,\ + IF31 equals to IFI\ + 2”-’ by Theorem 3.1 and the remark. 
The smallest maximal EKR-system, on the other hand, consists of a single 
one-element set. An extremal system therefore is {A: 1 E A} U(S -11)). 
Theorem 3.4. The smallest size of a divisor family fY maxima2 to the E-condition is 
e, nl=, (ei + I)--(e, -2). 
proof. Let g = ({a: QI I al\{p,, p:, * - . , ~~l-‘})U{p~-{‘}}. Then g has the given size 
and satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.2. So, we have to prove that there is no 
smaller system, maximal to the E-condition. 
It suffices to consider those systems only which (in their form described in 
Theorem 3.2) have a divisor for every complementary pair of F1 U Fz, because 
they cannot have a larger number of elements than any other system of divisors 
defined by the same F. 
We shall argue inductively. First we prove the statement for numbers with 
equal exponents in their prime decomposition (Case A). Then we show that if we 
have proved the theorem for N = p;l l l l Q>, (e = min e&, then increasing an 
exponent ei (for some i # 1) by one, it is g, given the example whose size increases 
the least compared with all other systems (Case B). Hence the theorem follows. 
C’ase A: e = ei for all i ES. 
( 1) e = 1. This is Theorem 3.3. 
(L, ea2. Let f(k) (Nk sin) be the sysrl:rn of divisors whose determining 
EKR-system is {A: 1 E A, IAl = k} (see Theortims 3.1, 3.2). For example f (1) = g. 
Lemma EL (f(k)l%slf(k +l>l and hence IglsIf(k)l. 
Roof. f(k) differs from f (k + 1) only as regards the numbers divisible by k, k + 
1, n - k - 1 or n - k different primes. In these cases the cadinalities are: 
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k k+l n-k-l n-k 
f(k) 1 (;--;) (n;l)ek+’ 
Hence 
This is positive, except the case e = 2, n = 4, k = 1, when it is 0. 
Let F1 be a determining maximal EKR-system for a maximal E-system of 
divisors f. Let q(k) denote the k-element sets of F1. If we give a lower bound to’ 
IfI by a linear combination of )f(k)l’ s, with the sum of coefficients equalling to 1, 
then we complete the proof of Case A. 
Let m be the smallest inteiger such that q(m) # 0. For k ~(111 +1, m + 2, . . . , 
[n/21) let 




Ifk c ak If(k 
k=m 
(*c) 
In order to prove it, we consider first for a fixed j (OG~=G$) those elements of 
f and f(k)‘s, resp., which are divisible exactly by j or n - j different primes; the set 
of these (divisors is j&. Then, having established the corresponding inequalities, 
for all j we sum them up. 
Ikn+ 1 = 2q(j) -k eju f en-‘% 
where q(j) is the number of the j-element sets of Fl, u is the number of the 
j-element sets of F3 and u is the number of the (n - j)-element sets of F3. 
‘n q(j)+u+v= , 0 4 e”+3ej32. 
The analogous j, n - j part on the right hand side of (*), too, is a linear 
combination of 2, ei and en-j, with the sum of coefficients equalling to (y), because 
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evw If WI can be written in this form and c ak = 1. In this expression the 
coefficient of 2 equals to q(j) for jf m or it may be larger for j = m. Moreover, 
the coefficient of ei, 
(the case j <rn is trivial) cannot be less than u, because otherwise for an 
EKR-system, namely for E=(A: IAI~~AAEF,)u(A: IA~==~A~BEF~: 
#?I c j A A > B)}, the inequality 
would hold, and hence Theorem 1.5 would be violated. That is, on the left hand 
side, the larger coefficients have larger multipliers. The &,n-j-part of (*) follows. 
Their sums give (*). 
Case B. First we need a lemma: 
Lemma 3.7. Let F = F, U F, U F3 be a maximal E-system on S with the decompos- 
itiorl &en in Theorem 3.1. Then H = (A \{ n}: n E A E FJ. contains a maximal 
M-.c;ystem on S \{n}. 
Pro& H contains an element from every complementary pair of S\(n). Suppose 
it is not true and A, (S -(n}>\ A$ H. Hence A U(n), S \ Ag F3. On the other 
hand, if a set does not belong to F3, then its complement belongs to F, and so 
S\A\{n}, AEF. But (S\A\{n})nA=fl and (S\A\{n})UA=S\{n}#S is a 
contradiction. 
Let H’ = {A E H: A ef H). Then H’ consists of painvise intersecting elements 
(otherwise we could find A,B~H’such that AnZ3=g and S-O-A, S-(n)- 
R& H hence S - A, S - B# F3 and A, B E F, contradicting the fact that A is not 
complementary to B in S). 
While completing H’ into a maximal M-system, we can use sets belonging to H, 
because any complementary pair which has no element in H’ belongs to H. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Suppose now we have already proved the statement for p’;l l l 9 p>, i.e., 2 IFI1 + 
EleFr cr. the number of elements in a divisor system associated with F is the least 
for F, (the system associated with g, according to 3.2). How does this number 
increase for a given F when we consider p$ l l l pzl= ptl 9 l l p>+’ instead of 
lf’i-lfl= (2 l&l+ C 4)(-WA+ C ej) 
ZeFs ZeF, 
= C e; - C ez 
ZEFS ZdFJ 
= c ef- c ez = ea. c 
bd+=Z~F~ (nkIEF3 ZfH 
For F, associated with g: set H consists of rZ1 sets containing 1. It follows from 
Theorem 1.3 that the cardinality of a smallest. divisor family of ptl l l - p>q, 
maximal to the M-condition is rrcH eP For any F:H contains a maximal M- 
system on S -s(n) as Lemma 3.7 says, thus (by Theorem 1.6) CIEH ez is not less 
than the cardinality of a divisor family of p’-j”), maximal to the M-condition. It 
means that the growth is the least for the system described by us. This completes 
the proof. 
RemruL. Li [l] listed the biggest size with respect to the M- and E-conditions and 
with respect to the modified versions of these conditions, namely when we write 
‘any k (k arbitrary j’ instead of ‘any two’ in the definitions. 
The corresponding smallest systems are determined, or finding them is trivial, 
except for the following one: 
What is the smallest size of maximal co?lection of divisors of N, subject to the 
condition that if al, a2, . . . , ak (k arbitrary) with (al, u2,. . . , uk)= 1, ihen 
r al, a23 . . . . ak] = N? In the square free case it is easy to see that for n = 3m : 5” 
for n=3m+l: 5”-’ 3 2 , for IZ = 3m + 2: 5”3 satisfy the condition. In general this 
problem is unsolved. 
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